Adobe Muse Workshop
TSC - Library Room 300

What is Adobe Muse?

Learn how you can create and publish dynamic websites for desktop and mobile devices that meet the latest web standards – without writing code! –adobe.com

Adobe Muse's biggest selling point is that designers don't have to learn code (or "markup languages") like HTML, CSS, or Javascript to break through the barrier of designing for the Internet. As Muse's engineering director, Joe Shankar, says in the introductory video, "We're going to change the way websites are built for graphic designers."

Using an interface that's much like Adobe's InDesign, designers can quickly and easily create websites as a series of dynamic documents which generate the necessary HTML code for them to be published online. Elements like navigation bars and pull-down menus, typically complicated Javascript features, are included as a series of widgets that can be dragged and dropped onto the page. http://www.fastcodesign.com/1664905/adobe-muse-lets-you-design-websites-without-knowing-code

Master pages house the elements that you need to appear on all pages, such as navigation, logos, and footers. Master pages are a clever way to fix to a common problem. It's slick and works well enough.

Visit tsc.utep.edu/workshops to see when the next workshop is scheduled.